CHAPTER    IX
THE BOURGEOIS
5 R I S E    OF   THE   BOURGEOISIE
up to the eleventh century the non-clerical population of
France lived almost entirely on the land and included hardly
more than two classes, villeins and fighting-men; but from the
end of the eleventh century onward a new class began to come
into existence which was without precedent in the history of the
world and was known by a new Latin name: burgenses, or inhabi-
tants of a fortified town.
We have little knowledge of its origin, for contemporary records
do not say much about the inhabitants of the towns, and the deeds
preserved in the monasteries are almost entirely concerned with
the country, Yet there were some towns in France, and the ancient
Roman civitates still survived, for they still had their bishop and
almost always their count. There were even counts in towns which
had been no more than small townships (met) in Roman limes;
besides which there were a number of abbeys owning large do-
mains which formed a centre for considerable groups of inhabi-
tants. These new towns were, indeed, far more numerous than
the ancient civitates, as is proved by the name mile used in French
of all towns; for villa in Roman times had been the term applied
to the great rural domains, the Roman term 'city* (civitas) having
come to be confined to the part of a town in which the bishop had
his residence.
But it is plain that by the tenth century none but very small
towns survived, crowded inside very narrow walls and made up
of wretched dwelling-houses. Their inhabitants were almost all
servants or artisans in the service of whatever powerful person
was master of the enclosed town, whether king, count, bishop,
or abbot. They lived in a state of dependence analogous to that
of the serfs on the land, subject to the absolute power of the lord
and his agents, as is proved by the fact that they had subsequently
to obtain a charter from the lord in order to limit his power.
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